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Molecular dynamics computer simulation is used to investigate the effects of cluster surface interactions
and their use to desorb molecules from a surface. Of interest here is the interaction of fullerenes with
a graphite surface and in particular cluster impact desorption of adsorbed molecules from the graphite
surface.

It has been shown recently how impacts from fullerenes on graphite cause an acoustic wave to propagate
across the surface from the impact site. In the work presented here it is shown that this wave can be used
to desorb intact molecules that are weakly bonded by Van der Waals forces to the surface. The ultimate
objective is to desorb molecules the size of genes. Using C60, a wave can be created that is strong enough
to desorb 15 benzene molecules without breaking either the surface of the graphite or any of the benzene
molecules. It is unlikely that this will be strong enough to desorb a high-mass gene. By increasing the
initial energy of the C60, we desorb a larger number of molecules but at the expense of breaking the surface,
losing the coherence of the acoustic wave and breaking many of the benzene molecules. However, if the
size of the impacting molecule is increased to that of a 300-particle ‘onion’-type structure, it is possible to
increase greatly the power of the acoustic wave, thereby desorbing many more benzene molecules from the
surface without causing any damage to the surface, the fullerene or to the benzene molecules themselves.
Copyright  2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION

Mass spectrometry of large molecules is a fast, useful
and necessary technique for classification and identifica-
tion purposes.1,2 Conventional mass spectrometry requires
the molecules to be in the gas phase for accurate analysis.
However, getting large intact molecules into the gas phase
can be very difficult. The problem is that the mechanism
used to get enough energy into the molecule to vaporize it
often causes substantial breakage and fragmentation of the
molecule as well. This results in the mass spectrum being a
‘finger printing’ exercise and requires the analyst to deter-
mine the original particle mass from the fragments produced.
This can cause a certain amount of ambiguity in the resultant
analysis. A number of methods have been developed over
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the years in an attempt to minimize the fragmentation of the
molecules as they enter the gas phase. Probably the most
successful of these is matrix-assisted laser desorption ioniza-
tion (MALDI)3 in which the large molecules are embedded
in a matrix of a different material that is easily vaporized by
stimulation from a laser. The wavelength of the laser light
used is chosen so that it vaporizes the support matrix but
does not directly heat the large molecule. For many large
complex and unknown molecules it can be quite difficult or
even impossible to find a wavelength that will be absorbed
into the support matrix that will not cause fragmentation
and broken bonds within the molecule under study.

Recent studies of secondary ion mass spectrometry
(SIMS)4 – 7 and cluster SIMS8 – 10 have shown that it is possible
to remove quite large molecules from the surface of a target
material using the cooperative effects of a collision cascade
produced by the impact of an energetic ion. Again, however,
the collision cascades tend to produce discrete fast-moving
particles as well as cooperative movement.4 The fast-moving
discrete particles tend to cause damage to both the target
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matrix as well as the molecule under study. This means that
repeated measurements of the same area show a degradation
in the yield of intact molecules removed from the surface
as more and more fragmented molecules are left behind on
the surface by previous ion impacts. The use of cluster ions
instead of a single ion to initiate the cascade increases the
probability of cooperative effects and lowers the probability
of discrete motion in the target, greatly enhancing the yield
of intact molecular removal. However, the energies and
cluster sizes used conventionally are such that substantial
breakage of both the target and molecule under analysis
occurs and repeated measurement of the same area yields
high components of fragments.

It has been shown in computer simulations recently11 – 13

that fullerene impacts on graphite can cause strong acoustic
waves to propagate from the impact site. Figure 1 shows
such a surface wave propagating from a 250 eV fullerene
impact. These are not seen to the same degree in diamond
surfaces.13 It has been shown also that these acoustic waves
can enhance the desorption of physisorbed molecules from a
graphite surface.2 If the energy of the fullerene is chosen with
care then it is possible to desorb molecules from the graphite
surface without causing any damage to the fullerene, the
graphite target or the overlaying molecules. This was not
found to be the case with a diamond target. The difference
between the diamond and graphite targets is that graphite is
a material consisting of almost independent planes whereas
diamond is a structure of three-dimensional interlocking
atoms. The planes in graphite can bend quite substantially
without breaking, allowing an acoustic wave to propagate
as a transverse surface wave. In the previous computer
study11 – 13 the model used for the carbon–carbon interaction
potential was a relatively short-range function that did not
allow any bonding at all between the graphitic planes and did
not model adequately the binding of a molecular overlayer.
In this study we have employed a long-range addition to the
potential that produces an interlayer bonding in graphite and
also allows molecules to be bound to the graphite surface.
Also in this study we show how it is possible to increase the
magnitude of the acoustic wave by increasing the size of the
impacting cluster.

Figure 1. Configuration 500 fs after impact of 250 eV fullerene
on a graphite surface. A transverse surface wave is seen to
propagate across the surface.

COMPUTER SIMULATION DETAILS

The precise details of the computer simulation technique
used in this investigation have been given elsewhere,14,15

hence only a brief summary outlining the important compo-
nents will be given here. The classical molecular dynamics
simulation technique is employed solving Newton’s Laws
of Motion for many thousands of atoms obeying a realistic
many-body interaction potential. The interaction potential
used is the Brenner hydrocarbon potential,16,17 with an
additional long-range term as described by Beardmore and
Smith.18 The elastic properties of this potential have been
investigated more fully by Smith and Christopher19 in a
simulation of nano-indentation for diamond, graphite and
fullerite films. In their simulations they find good agreement
with experiment. In the results presented here the elastic
behaviour of the graphite surface is the key to determining
the exact results and so it is important that this behaviour
is modelled well. However, it can be expected that the phe-
nomenon discussed here is likely to occur in any layered
material such as graphite to a lesser or greater extent.

The long-range term provides the interlayer bonding
term for graphite and the Van der Waals attraction of
molecules to the graphite surface. The binding energy of
benzene to the graphite surface is calculated by moving a
benzene particle close to the surface and away to beyond
the cut-off of the long-range potential. The potential energy
of the benzene molecule is plotted as a function of distance
from the surface and is shown in Fig. 2. The binding energy is
found to be 0.22 eV to the graphite surface at an equilibrium
distance of 3.4 Å. These values are in quite good agreement
with those that can be found in the literature.20,21 Cell sizes
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Figure 2. Potential energy of benzene molecule with respect
to the graphite surface, showing the effect of the long-range
potential giving a realistic binding for the benzene to the
graphite surface.
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contain ¾100 000 atoms, depending upon the overlayer and
projectile simulated. The lateral edges of the simulation cell
are treated as periodic but the surface and bottom are treated
as free boundaries. The simulations are run for typically
3 ps, which is long enough for the ejection of material to
have stabilized but not too long that reflections from the
periodic boundaries cause noticeable effects to the results.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Simulations of C60 and C300 impacts on a graphite surface
were made for various initial cluster velocities. The surfaces
first were given a single-layer coverage of benzene at the
equilibrium distance from the surface. Figure 3 shows a
typical starting configuration. The simulation was followed
for 3 ps and the number of broken and ejected benzene
molecules was recorded. A benzene molecule was considered
to be ejected if it was higher than 5.5 Å from the surface layer
and broken if an original atom of the ring was further than
3.5 Å from the centre of mass of the molecule. A set of
simulations also was made using a diamond surface instead
of graphite.

Figure 4(a) shows the number of broken benzene
molecules as a function of impact energy for C60 on the dia-
mond and graphite surfaces and Fig. 4(b) shows the number
of ejected benzene molecules. At low-impact energies on
graphite we have an ideal situation were there are no break-
ages and significant ejection. This does not occur from the
diamond, in this case breakage of the benzene molecules
occurs at the same time as ejection from the surface starts
to occur. The reason for the significant ejection at low ener-
gies from the graphite surface is due to vibration of the
graphite surface layer—this does not happen in the case
of the diamond target and hence there is no ejection for
the low-energy impacts. An example of this can be seen in
Fig. 5, which shows an edge-on view 2 ps after the impact
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Figure 4. The number of (a) broken benzene molecules and (b)
desorbed benzene molecules as a function of the impact
energy of a C60 cluster.

of a 200 eV fullerene molecule on a benzene overlayer on a
graphite target. It can be seen that the graphite surface has

Figure 3. The starting configuration for the simulations, showing the benzene overlayer and the position of the fullerene just before
impact. Note that the fullerene is positioned so that it will hit a benzene molecule on impact.
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Figure 5. The target 2 ps after impact from a 200 eV fullerene
particle. This side view shows how the surface wave on the
graphite interacts with the benzene adsorbate layer to cause
additional ejection.

risen up to hit the benzene overlayer, causing additional ejec-
tion of benzene molecules. Looking at the benzene ejection
yield as a function of time (see Fig. 6) after impact shows a
step function increase in the yield of ejected molecules at a
time of ¾2 ps, the time at which the surface interacts with
the benzene overlayer.

If the energy of impact is increased, the number of ejected
and broken molecules for the diamond and graphite targets is
similar. An extra interesting feature is observable in Fig. 4(b).
In the case of the graphite target there is a significant decrease
in the number of molecules ejected at ¾400 eV. This occurs
when the fullerene penetrates the surface of the graphite
and becomes embedded in the target, preventing the surface
from vibrating and hence lowering the yield. This is also
noticeable in Fig. 6, which shows the step function rise of
the ejection yield with time as the surface wave hits the
benzene layer for the two energies 400 and 500 eV. The
rise is smaller in the case of the 500 eV impact because the
fullerene molecule has stuck to the surface of the graphite,
preventing the surface wave from propagating as efficiently.
As the energy is increased beyond this, the energy becomes
sufficient to break the benzene molecules and eject large
numbers of them, but the surface wave no longer contributes
substantially to the ejection process and the yields of ejected

Number of Ejected Benzene Molecules as a
function of Time
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Figure 6. The number of ejected benzene molecules as a
function of time from the impact of a 400 eV and 500 eV
fullerene molecule on a graphite target with a benzene
overlayer. Notice the step function increase in ejection at a time
of ¾2 ps, the time at which the surface hits the benzene layer.

particles from both the diamond and the graphite become
similar.

From this it is clear that the surface wave produced from
the impact of a C60 projectile can cause molecular ejection.
However, the number of ejected particles is still quite small.
If we increase the energy of the projectile in an attempt to
increase the number of ejected particles, the cluster penetrates
the surface or sticks to the surface, preventing the surface
wave from propagating with sufficient force. The energy of
the impacting cluster is not channelled into the acoustic wave
but is used up instead in causing discrete atomic movement
in the target.

One way to get more energy into the acoustic wave is to
increase the number of particles in the cluster. Thus, more
energy will be deposited in the same region of the target for
the same initial velocity of the cluster. We have simulated
this by using a large ‘onion’-shaped fullerene. In reality, any
cluster of carbon atoms would have a similar effect.

The preliminary analysis of these results shown in Table 1
shows that for the same total energy of the cluster for
C60 and C300 approximately the same number of ejected
molecules occurs until the surface is broken. At this point
the increase in ejected molecules slows. Thus, for the C60

impact, 0.5 keV compares well with the same energy impact
for the C300. At 1 keV the C60 impact has broken the surface
of the graphite, whereas the C300 impact for the same energy
has not and consequently the C300 yield is much higher.
Using a larger cluster results in a substantial increase in
the number of ejected molecules from the surface without
causing substantial damage to the surface of the benzene
molecules. Comparing cluster impacts at the same velocity,
or same energy per atom in the cluster, shows that the amount
of molecule breakage is similar for the same velocity. Thus
a C300 cluster at 0.5 keV can be compared with a 0.1 keV
impact of a C60. However, it is evident also from these
preliminary results that the larger molecule is more likely
to break any molecule that it impacts with directly. In the
case of the C60 impacts even direct impact with a benzene
molecule did not cause breakage of either molecule until
the energy of impact was above 6 eV per carbon atom in
the cluster. But direct impact from the C300 molecules can
cause fragmentation of the benzene and fragmentation is
seen at energies as low as 3.3 eV per carbon atom in the
cluster.

More promisingly, however, from animations of the
impacts it is possible to see that the larger clusters are
actually vibrating two or three layers of the graphite surface
together, allowing more energy to go into this coordinated
motion and potentially allowing much larger more delicate
molecules to be ejected.

Table 1. Benzene desorption yields for different energy
impacts and molecule sizes

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.7 1.0 1.5 2.0 4.0
keV keV keV keV keV keV keV keV keV keV

C60 9 15 10 20 17 18 11 25 32
C300 15 51 75
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CONCLUSIONS

The use of graphite and large carbon cluster impacts gives
a possible mechanism to eject large molecular species into
the gas phase by coupling the impact energy into a surface
vibrational wave. This wave does not occur in diamond
and is unlikely to occur in the metal targets currently used
for such experimental studies because normally they do not
exhibit the same layered properties as graphite. Although the
yields of ejected particles are quite low for C60, the breakage
of material is negligible and hence repeated impacts in the
same spot can be used to increase the yield of material. Also,
increasing the size of the cluster substantially and keeping the
energy per atom in the cluster below 6 eV will substantially
increase the number of ejected particles while still keeping
the amount of breakage very small.
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